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STANDARD CRIMINAL JURY INSTRUCTIONS 1 
 2 
Standard Criminal 1 – Duty of Jury 3 
It is your duty as a juror to decide this case by applying these jury instructions to the  facts 4 
as you determine them. You must follow these jury instructions. They are the rules you 5 
should use to decide this case.  6 
It is your duty to determine what the facts are in the case by determining what actually 7 
happened. Determine the facts only from the evidence produced in court. When I say 8 
“evidence,” I mean the testimony of witnesses and the exhibits introduced in court. You 9 
should not guess about any fact. You must not be influenced by sympathy or prejudice. 10 
You must not be concerned with any opinion that you feel I have about the facts. You, as 11 
jurors, are the sole judges of what happened.  12 
You must consider all these instructions. Do not pick out one instruction, or part of   one, 13 
and ignore the others. As you determine the facts, however, you may find that some 14 
instructions no longer apply. You must then consider the instructions that do apply, 15 
together with the facts as you have determined them.  16 
 17 
Standard Criminal 2 – Indictment/Information Is Not Evidence 18 
The State has charged the defendant with 29 counts of Abandonment or Concealment of a 19 
Dead Body. A charge is not evidence against the defendant. You must not think that the 20 
defendant is guilty just because of a charge. The defendant has pled “not guilty.”  21 
This plea of “not guilty” means that the State must prove each element of the charge[s] 22 
beyond a reasonable doubt.  23 
 24 
Standard Criminal 3 – Presumption of Innocence 25 
The law does not require a defendant to prove innocence. Every defendant is presumed by 26 
law to be innocent. You must start with the presumption that the defendant is innocent.  27 
 28 
Standard Criminal 4(a) – Burden of Proof 29 
The State has the burden of proving the defendant guilty beyond a reasonable doubt. This 30 
means the State must prove each element of each charge beyond a reasonable doubt. In 31 
civil cases, it is only necessary to prove that a fact is more likely true than not or that its 32 
truth is highly probable. In criminal cases such as this, the State’s proof must be more 33 
powerful than that. It must be beyond a reasonable doubt.  34 
 35 
Proof beyond a reasonable doubt is proof that leaves you firmly convinced of the 36 
defendant’s guilt. There are very few things in this world that we know with absolute 37 
certainty, and in criminal cases the law does not require proof that overcomes every 38 
doubt.  If, based on your consideration of the evidence, you are firmly convinced that the 39 
defendant is guilty of the crime charged, you must find him guilty. If, on the other hand, 40 
you think there is a real possibility that he is not guilty, you must give him the benefit of 41 
the doubt and find him not guilty.  42 
 43 
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[Preponderance of the Evidence – A party having the burden of proof by a preponderance 1 
of the evidence must persuade you, by the evidence, that the claim or a fact is more 2 
probably true than not true. This means the evidence that favors that party outweighs the 3 
opposing evidence.] 4 
 5 
Standard Criminal 5 – Jury Not to Consider Penalty 6 
You must decide whether the defendant is guilty or not guilty by determining what the facts 7 
in the case are and applying these jury instructions.  8 
You must not consider the possible punishment when deciding on guilt; punishment is left 9 
to the judge.  10 
 11 
Standard Criminal 6 – Defendant’s Right to Represent Himself 12 
Every defendant has a right to represent himself. [The Defendant will be representing 13 
himself/herself with the assistance of an advisory lawyer.] The Defendant’s decision to 14 
represent himself means that he will be required to follow the same rules and procedures 15 
as any lawyer. You should not let the fact that the Defendant has chosen to represent 16 
himself affect your deliberations in any way. 17 
 18 
Standard Criminal 8 – Evidence to Be Considered 19 
You are to determine what the facts in the case are from the evidence produced in court. If 20 
an objection to a question was sustained, you must disregard the question and you must not 21 
guess what the answer to the question might have been. If an exhibit was offered into 22 
evidence and an objection to it was sustained, you must not consider that exhibit as 23 
evidence. If testimony was ordered stricken from the record, you must not consider that 24 
testimony for any purpose. 25 
 26 
Standard Criminal 9 – Defendant Need Not Produce Evidence 27 
The State must prove guilt beyond a reasonable doubt based on the evidence. The defendant 28 
is not required to produce evidence of any kind. The defendant’s decision not to produce 29 
any evidence is not evidence of guilt.  30 
 31 
Standard Criminal 10 – Lawyers’ Comments Are Not Evidence 32 
In their opening statements and closing arguments, the lawyers have talked to you about 33 
the law and the evidence. What the lawyers said is not evidence, but it may help you to 34 
understand the law and the evidence.  35 
 36 
Standard Criminal 11 – Stipulations 37 
The lawyers are permitted to stipulate that certain facts exist. This means that both sides 38 
agree those facts do exist and are part of the evidence. You are to treat a stipulation as any 39 
other evidence. You are free to accept it or reject it, in whole or in part, just as any other 40 
evidence.   41 
 42 
Standard Criminal 13 – Redacted Exhibits 43 
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Some of the exhibits that have been admitted into evidence have had portions deleted from 1 
them for legal reasons. Do not concern yourselves with the reasons why some portions of 2 
the exhibits have been deleted. Do not speculate upon what the deleted portions might, or 3 
might not, reveal.  4 
 5 
Standard Criminal 14 – Direct and Circumstantial Evidence 6 
Evidence may be direct or circumstantial. Direct evidence is the testimony of a witness 7 
who saw, heard, or otherwise sensed an event. Circumstantial evidence is the proof of a 8 
fact or facts from which you may find another fact. The law makes no distinction between 9 
direct and circumstantial evidence. It is for you to determine the importance to be given to 10 
the evidence, regardless of whether it is direct or circumstantial.  11 
 12 
Standard Criminal 15 – Credibility [Believability] of Witnesses 13 
In deciding the facts of this case, you should consider what testimony to accept, and what 14 
to reject. You may accept everything a witness says, or part of it, or none of it.  15 
In evaluating testimony, you should use the tests for truthfulness that people use in 16 
determining matters of importance in everyday life, including such factors as: the witness’s 17 
ability to see or hear or know the things the witness testified to; the quality of the witness’s 18 
memory; the witness’s manner while testifying; whether the witness had any motive, bias, 19 
or prejudice; whether the witness was contradicted by anything the witness said or wrote 20 
before trial, or by other evidence; and the reasonableness of the witness’s testimony when 21 
considered in the light of the other evidence.  22 
Consider all of the evidence in the light of reason, common sense, and experience.  23 
 24 
Standard Criminal 16 – Testimony of Law Enforcement Officers 25 
The testimony of a law enforcement officer is not entitled to any greater or lesser 26 
importance or believability merely because of the fact that the witness is a law enforcement 27 
officer. You are to consider the testimony of a police officer just as you would the 28 
testimony of any other witness.  29 
 30 
Standard Criminal 17 – Expert Witnesses 31 
A witness qualified as an expert by education or experience may state opinions on matters 32 
in that witness’s field of expertise, and may also state reasons for those opinions.  33 
Expert opinion testimony should be judged just as any other testimony. You are not bound 34 
by it. You may accept it or reject it, in whole or in part, and you should give it as much 35 
credibility and weight as you think it deserves, considering the witness’s qualifications 36 
and experience, the reasons given for the opinions, and all the other evidence in the case.  37 
 38 
Standard Criminal 18(a) – Defendant Need Not Testify 39 
The defendant is not required to testify. The decision on whether or not to testify is left to 40 
the defendant acting with the advice of an attorney. You must not let this choice affect your 41 
deliberations in any way. [You must not conclude that the defendant is likely to be guilty 42 
because the defendant did not testify.] 43 
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 1 
[Standard Criminal 18(b) –Defendant’s Testimony 2 
You must evaluate the defendant’s testimony the same as any witness’ testimony.] 3 
 4 
Standard Criminal 19 – Voluntariness of Defendant’s Statements 5 
You must not consider any statements made by the defendant to a law enforcement officer 6 
unless you determine beyond a reasonable doubt that the defendant made the statements 7 
voluntarily.  8 
A defendant’s statement was not voluntary if it resulted from the defendant’s will being 9 
overcome by a law enforcement officer’s use of any sort of violence, coercion, or threats, 10 
or by any direct or implied promise, however slight.  11 
You must give such weight to the defendant’s statement as you feel it deserves under all 12 
the circumstances.  13 
 14 
[Standard Criminal 22 – Witness (Prior Conviction) 15 
You have heard evidence that a witness has previously been convicted of a criminal 16 
offense. You may consider this evidence only as it may affect the witness’ believability.] 17 
 18 
[Standard Criminal 23 – Evidence for Limited Purpose  19 
You [are about to hear] [have heard] evidence that [describe evidence to be received for 20 
limited purpose]. This evidence is admitted only for the limited purpose of [describe 21 
purpose] and, therefore, you must consider it only for that limited purpose and not for any 22 
other purpose.] 23 
 24 
[Standard Criminal 24 – Other Acts 25 
Evidence of other acts has been presented. You may consider [this act][these acts] only if 26 
you find that the State has proved by clear and convincing evidence that the defendant 27 
committed [this act][these acts]. You may only consider [this act][these acts] to establish 28 
the defendant’s [motive], [opportunity], [intent], [preparation], [plan], [knowledge], 29 
[identity], [absence of mistake or accident]. You must not consider [this act][these acts] to 30 
determine the defendant’s character or character trait, or to determine that the defendant 31 
acted in conformity with the defendant’s character or character trait and therefore 32 
committed the charged offense.] 33 
 34 
Standard Criminal 30 – Separate Counts 35 
Each count charges a separate and distinct offense. You must decide each count separately 36 
on the evidence with the law applicable to it, uninfluenced by your decision on   any other 37 
count. You may find that the State has proved beyond a reasonable doubt, all, some, or 38 
none of the charged offenses. Your finding for each count must be stated in a separate 39 
verdict. 40 
 41 
Standard Criminal 30 – Multiple Acts 42 
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Each count charges a separate and distinct offense. You must decide each count separately 1 
on the evidence with the law applicable to it, uninfluenced by your decision on any other 2 
count. You may find that the State has proved beyond a reasonable doubt, all, some, or 3 
none of the charged offenses. Your finding for each count must be stated in a separate 4 
verdict. 5 
 6 
Standard Criminal 43 – Mere Presence 7 
Guilt cannot be established by the defendant's mere presence at a crime scene, mere 8 
association with another person at a crime scene or mere knowledge that a crime is being 9 
committed. The fact that the defendant may have been present, or knew that a crime was 10 
being committed, does not in and of itself make the defendant guilty of the crime charged. 11 
One who is merely present is a passive observer who lacked criminal intent and did not 12 
participate in the crime. 13 
 14 
Standard Criminal 44 – Motive 15 
The State need not prove motive, but you may consider motive or lack of motive in 16 
reaching your verdict. 17 
 18 
Standard Criminal 45 – Identification 19 
The State must prove beyond a reasonable doubt that the in-court identification of the 20 
defendant at this trial is reliable. In determining whether this in-court identification is 21 
reliable you may consider such things as:  22 
1. the witness’ opportunity to view at the time of the crime;  23 
2. the witness’ degree of attention at the time of the crime;  24 
3. the accuracy of any descriptions the witness made prior to the pretrial identification;  25 
4. the witness’ level of certainty at the time of the pretrial identification;  26 
5. the time between the crime and the pretrial identification;  27 
6. any other factor that affects the reliability of the identification.  28 
If you determine that the in-court identification of the defendant at this trial is not reliable, 29 
then you must not consider that identification. 30 
 31 
Standard Criminal 51 – Jury Foreperson 32 
When you go to the jury room you will choose a foreperson.  33 
The role of jury foreperson is important, but please remember that the foreperson’s opinion 34 
about the case is not more important than that of the other jurors. The opinions of each 35 
juror count equally.  36 
The jury foreperson’s responsibilities include the following:  37 
1. Make sure every member of the jury is present during all discussions and 38 
deliberations.  39 
2. Preside over deliberations and make sure that the deliberations are conducted 40 
respectfully and that all issues are fully discussed. The discussions should be open and 41 
free  so that every juror may participate.  42 
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3. All jurors should be allowed to state their views about the case and what they think 1 
the verdict should be and why.  2 
4. All members must agree unanimously on any verdict. Therefore, the foreperson 3 
should count the votes to ensure that every juror has voted.  4 
5. If you reach verdicts, fill out the verdict forms and then sign the forms on behalf of 5 
the jury.  6 
6. If the jury reaches a verdict, the foreperson will inform the bailiff. When the jury 7 
returns to the courtroom, the foreperson will bring the signed or unsigned verdict forms as 8 
well as any question forms that may have been used.  9 
7. When you return to the courtroom, the court will ask the foreperson whether the 10 
jury has reached any verdict. The foreperson will respond “yes” or “no.” The foreperson is 11 
not expected to read any verdict to the court; that will be done by the clerk.  12 
 13 
Standard Criminal 52 – Closing Instruction 14 
 The case is now submitted to you for decision. When you go to the jury room you 15 
will choose a Foreperson. He or she will preside over your deliberations. 16 
I suggest that you discuss and then set your deliberation schedule. You are in charge of 17 
your schedule, and may set and vary it by agreement and the approval of the Court. After  18 
you have decided on a schedule, please advise the bailiff.  19 
 20 
You are to discuss the case and deliberate only when all jurors are together in the jury 21 
room. You are not to discuss the case with each other or anyone else during breaks or 22 
recesses. The admonition I have given you during the trial remains in effect when all of 23 
you are not in the jury room deliberating.  24 
 25 
After setting your schedule, I suggest that you next review the written jury instructions and 26 
verdict forms.  It may be helpful for you to discuss the instructions and verdict forms to 27 
make sure that you understand them. Again, during your deliberations you must follow the 28 
instructions and refer to them to answer any questions about applicable law, procedure and 29 
definitions.  30 
 31 
Should any of you, or the jury as a whole, have a question for me during your deliberations 32 
or wish to communicate with me on any other matter, please utilize the jury question form 33 
that we will provide you. Your question or message must be communicated to me in writing 34 
and must be signed by you or the Foreperson.  35 
 36 
I will consider your question or note and consult with counsel before answering it in 37 
writing. I will answer it as quickly as possible.  38 
 39 
Remember that you are not to tell anyone, including me, how you stand, numerically or 40 
otherwise, until after you have reached a verdict or have been discharged.  41 
 42 
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All twelve of you must agree on each verdict. You must be unanimous. Once all twelve 1 
agree on a verdict, only the Foreperson need sign the verdict form on the line marked 2 
“Foreperson.”  3 
 4 
You will be given 29 form(s) of verdict. The verdict form(s) read as follows and there is 5 
no significance to the order in which the options of “guilty,” “not guilty,” are listed on the 6 
verdict forms: 7 
 8 

STATUTORY CRIMINAL JURY INSTRUCTIONS 9 
The State of Arizona has charged the defendant with the following crimes: 10 
29.26 – Abandonment or Concealment of a Dead Body  11 
The crime of abandonment or concealment of a dead body requires proof that the 12 
defendant:  13 
1. knowingly moved a dead human body or parts of a dead human body; and  14 
2. the move was with the intent to abandon or conceal the dead human body or parts of a 15 
dead human body. 16 
 17 
1.0510(a)(1) Definition of “Intentionally” or “With Intent To” 18 
“Intentionally” or “with intent to” as used in these instructions means that a defendant's 19 
objective is to cause that result or to engage in that conduct. 20 
Intent – Inference 21 
Intent may be inferred from all the facts and circumstances disclosed by the evidence. It 22 
need not be established exclusively by direct sensory proof. The existence of intent is one 23 
of the questions of fact for your determination. 24 
 25 
1.0510(b) Definition of “Knowingly” 26 
“Knowingly” means that a defendant acted with awareness of the existence of conduct or 27 
circumstances constituting an offense. It does not mean that a defendant must have known 28 
the conduct is forbidden by law. 29 
 30 
______________________________________________________________________ 31 
 32 
Affirmative Defense Instructions: 33 
[A.R.S. 13-2926(b)  34 
The crime of abandonment or concealment of a dead body or parts of a dead body does not 35 
apply to the disposition, transportation, or other handling of dead human remains for any 36 
purpose authorized under the Revised Arizona Anatomical Gift Act.] 37 
 38 
[2.025 − Affirmative Defense  39 
With respect to the charged offenses, the defendant has raised the following affirmative 40 
defense: 41 
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1) That at the time he disposed of the dead bodies or parts of the dead bodies, 1 
he was acting with an authorized purpose in accordance with the Arizona 2 
Anatomical Gift Act, and 3 

2) that at the time he disposed of the dead bodies or parts of the dead bodies, he 4 
was operating as a procurement organization. 5 

 6 
The burden of proving each element of the offense[s] beyond a reasonable doubt always 7 
remains on the State. However, the burden of proving the affirmative defense being a 8 
protected entity and acting with an authorized purpose under the Arizona Anatomical Gift 9 
Act is on the defendant. The defendant must prove the affirmative defense of being a 10 
protected entity and acting with an authorized purpose under the Arizona Anatomical Gift 11 
Act by a preponderance of the evidence. If you find that the defendant has proven the 12 
affirmative defense of being a protected entity and acting with an authorized purpose under 13 
the Arizona Anatomical Gift Act by a preponderance of the evidence, you must find the 14 
defendant not guilty of the offense[s] of abandonment or concealment of a dead body or 15 
parts of a dead body.] 16 
 17 
[A.R.S. 36-841(3) Authorized purposes: 18 
The Revised Arizona Anatomical Gift Act includes the following authorized purposes for 19 
the disposition, transportation, or other handling of dead human remains: 20 
1. transplantation, 21 
2. therapy, 22 
3. research, or 23 
4. education] 24 
 25 
[Uniform Anatomical Gift Act § 4 cmt. At ¶ 8 Definitions of transplantation, therapy, 26 
research, and education: 27 
The terms “transplantation”, “therapy”, “research” and “education” are not defined in this 28 
[act]. Rather, they are defined by their common usage in the communities to which they 29 
apply. In general terms, transplantation refers to the removal and grafting of one 30 
individual’s body part into the body of another individual. Research is a process of testing 31 
and observing, the goal of which is to obtain generalizable knowledge, while therapy 32 
involves the processing and use of a donated part to develop and provide amelioration or 33 
treatment for a disease or condition. Education posits the use of the whole body or parts to 34 
teach medical professionals and others about human anatomy and its characteristics.] 35 

 36 
[A.R.S. 36-841(3) Definition of Anatomical Gift: 37 
"Anatomical gift" means a donation of all or part of a human body to take effect after the 38 
donor's death for the purpose of transplantation, therapy, research or education.] 39 
 40 
[A.R.S. 36-841(23) Definition of Procurement Organization: 41 
“Procurement organization” means any of the following: 42 
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(a) An organ procurement organization. 1 
(b) A tissue bank. 2 
(c) An eye bank. 3 
(d) A storage facility that is licensed, accredited or approved under federal law 4 

or the laws of any state to engage in the recovery, screening, testing, 5 
processing or storage of human bodies or parts. 6 

(e) A non-transplant anatomical donation organization.] 7 
 8 
[A.R.S. 36-841(17) Definition of Organ Procurement Organization: 9 
"Organ procurement organization" means a person that is designated by the secretary of 10 
the United States department of health and human services as an organ procurement 11 
organization.] 12 

[A.R.S. 36-841(33) Definition of Tissue bank: 13 
"Tissue bank" means a person that is licensed or regulated under federal or state law or is 14 
accredited as a tissue bank by a nationally recognized accrediting agency to engage in the 15 
recovery, screening, testing, processing, storage or distribution of tissue.] 16 
 17 
[A.R.S. 36-841(10) Definition of Eye Bank 18 
"Eye bank" means a person that is licensed or regulated under federal or state law or is 19 
accredited by a nationally recognized accrediting agency to engage in the recovery, 20 
screening, testing, processing, storage or distribution of human eyes or portions of human 21 
eyes.] 22 
 23 
[A.R.S. 36-841(16) Definition of Nontransplant anatomical donation organization: 24 
"Nontransplant anatomical donation organization" means a tissue bank or other 25 
organization that facilitates nontransplant anatomical donations, including facilitation 26 
through referrals, obtaining informed consent or authorization and assessing donor 27 
acceptability and through the acquisition, traceability, transporting, preparation, 28 
packaging, labeling, storage, release, evaluating intended use, distribution and final 29 
disposition of nontransplant anatomical donations.] 30 

[A.R.S. 36-851.01 Procurement organization licensure: 31 
A person may not act as a procurement organization in this state unless the person is 32 
licensed by the department of health services as a procurement organization. Licensure is 33 
not required under the following circumstances: 34 

1. The organ procurement organization has been designated for this state by the 35 
secretary of the United States department of health and human services, or 36 

2. The procurement organization is regulated by the United States food and drug 37 
administration in connection with the recovery of human tissue intended for 38 
transplantation, or 39 
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3. The procurement organization is a storage facility that is licensed, accredited or 1 
approved under federal law or the laws of any state to engage in the recovery, 2 
screening, testing, processing or storage of human bodies or parts, or 3 

4. The procurement organization is affiliated with an accredited educational 4 
institution in connection with the education of students enrolled in a degree-5 
granting program for health professionals, or 6 

5. The procurement organization recovers anatomical gifts for research or education, 7 
including for quality improvement or quality assurance and that is affiliated with a 8 
licensed hospital, or 9 

6. The procurement organization is a licensed hospital.] 10 
 11 
[A.R.S. 36-841(20) Definition of Person: 12 
“Person means an individual, corporation, business trust, estate, trust, partnership, limited 13 
liability company, association, joint venture, public corporation, government or 14 
governmental subdivision, agency or instrumentality, or any other legal or commercial 15 
entity.] 16 
 17 
[A.R.S. 36-841(12) Definition of Hospital: 18 
"Hospital" means a facility that is licensed as a hospital under the laws of any state or that 19 
is operated as a hospital by the United States, a state or a subdivision of a state.] 20 
 21 
[A.R.S. 36-851.03 Procurement organization rules: 22 
Each procurement organization that is required to be licensed shall do all of the 23 
following: 24 
1. Designate a medical director who is a physician licensed and who provides medical 25 
guidance to determine donor eligibility. 26 
2. Employ a director who holds at least a bachelor's degree in a related science from an 27 
accredited university and who is responsible for all licensed activities of the organization. 28 
3. Comply with all of the following as adopted in rule by the department of health 29 
services: 30 
(a) The proper use and maintenance of donor consent forms. 31 
(b) The implementation and maintenance of proper identification systems for bodies and 32 
disarticulated items. 33 
(c) The implementation and maintenance of protocols and materials for procedures used 34 
by the procurement organization to properly screen end users. 35 
(d) The proper documentation and disclosure of the disease status of tissue specimens to 36 
end users. 37 
(e) Labeling, packaging, transport and distribution policies and procedures. 38 
(f) Final disposition procedures. 39 
4. Implement and maintain all of the following: 40 
(a) Standard operating procedures for all licensed functions of the organization. 41 
(b) A safety awareness and blood-borne pathogen training program that complies with 42 
state and federal law. 43 
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(c) A cleaning program that mitigates potential cross-contamination between donors. 1 
5. Provide a designated area for tissue recovery that: 2 
(a) Is open to inspection by the department of health services with or without notice. 3 
(b) Does not operate in a funeral establishment for the recovery of whole bodies for 4 
medical research and education. 5 
6. Properly track donors and label tissue by doing both of the following: 6 
(a) Assigning a unique identifying number to each donor and using this number for all 7 
tissue from that donor that is recovered and distributed. 8 
(b) Affixing labels with the following information on all nontransplant tissue specimens: 9 
(i) A statement that universal precautions will be used. 10 
(ii) A statement that the specimen is not for transplant or clinical use. 11 
(iii) Any condition or limitation regarding the use of the specimen. 12 
(iv) Contact information for the procurement organization. 13 
7. Maintain the following records for ten years after the last date of tissue distribution: 14 
(a) A copy or recorded consent of the donation authorization. 15 
(b) A copy of the donor's death certificate and transit permit issued by the state where the 16 
death occurred. 17 
(c) A copy of the donor's physical assessment and risk assessment questionnaire. 18 
(d) A copy of the donor's serological results, when applicable. 19 
(e) A copy of all documentation relating to tissue recovery, storage and distribution 20 
activities.] 21 
 22 
[A.R.S. 36-852(H) Rights and duties of procurement organizations: 23 
Subject to the terms of the document of gift and this article, a person who accepts an 24 
anatomical gift of an entire body may allow embalming, burial, or cremation and use of 25 
remains in a funeral service.] 26 
 27 
[A.R.S. 36-841(6) Document of gift: 28 
"Document of gift" means a donor card or other record that is used to make an anatomical 29 
gift.  Document of gift includes a statement or symbol on a driver license, identification 30 
card or donor registry.] 31 
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